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TITLE OF THESIS: Diffusion Welding of Cassegrainian
Concentrator Cell Stack Assemblies.
I The purpose of the present study was to begin I
Idevelopment of a procedure to join the components of I
Ithe Cassegrainian concentrator photovoltaic cell s'cackl
(assembly. Diffusion welding was selected as the most I
(promising process, and was concentrated on	 I
(exclusively.	 I
I	 All faying surfaces were coated with silver to	 I
(promote welding. The first phase of the study consist-I
led of developing the relationship between process	 I
(parameters and joint strength using silver plated I
Isteel samples and an isostatic pressure system. In t;hel
Isecond phase, mockups of the cell stack assembly were I
(welded in a hot isostatic press. Excellent joint 	 I
Istrength was achieved with parameters of 350 *C ar m!	 I
110 ksi, but the delicate GaAs component could not 	 I
(survive the welding cycle without crac 1-:,,g. The I
Itendency towards cracking was fo>>nd to be affected by I
lboth temperature and press,,-,--. Further work will be
Irequired in the futur es- cu solve this problem.	 I
I	 I
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INTRODUCTION
Historically, the emphasis in designing space
based photovoltaic systems seems to have been on
improving cell otficion--y
 and lowering overall weight.
With the large power requirements projected for the
space station, however, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration ( NASA) is now considering systems
which will lower costs as well as improve efficiency.
TRW's Space Group has been commissioned by NASA to
deaign a system which uses inexpensive optics to
concentrate incident sunlight, allowing a corresponding
decrease in the semiconductor area required for a given
(1>
power output. Since the semico nductor material -s by
fa; the most expensive component of a solar array, the
concentrator system has the potential to significantly
reduce the overall system cost. The present study is
concerned with developing a joining procedure for the
concentrator
	
system	 which will meet	 the
	
design
requirements without detracting iron the cost advantage.
The TRW design, shown in figure 	 is simply a
(1)
Cassegrainian reflector system.	 The incident solar
light strikes a parabolic mirror and is focused and
reflected up to a smaller hyperbolic mirror. The smaller
mirror then directs tho light down through a "light
^	 F
^4^
INCIDUT sunI^NT
yA^^t^blr^
12 u
Figure 1i Cross aecTonal view of Cassegrainian
reflector system.
2
. W
catcher	 cone"	 to the photovoltaic cell.	 The
	
incident
(1)
sunlight is thus concentrated by about 100 times.
The	 photovoltaic
	 cell	 stack
	
assembly,
	
shown
t enlarged	 in	 figure	 2,	 is the portion of	 the	 system
' requiring a joining procedure.	 At the top of the	 stack
is the photovoltaic cell, shown again in figure 3, which
consists	 of	 a	 gallium	 arsenide ( GaAs) substrate with
several	 thin,	 vapor deposited metal layers.
	 The metal
^,	 y
gmg layers together constitute the "ohmic contact," which is
r necessary for current flow between the semiconductor and
(2)
the	 load	 circuit.	 The combination of	 metals	 shown
^B
represents only the most likely of several possibilities
for the ohmic contact.	 The contacts must be annealed to
provide	 a controlled amount	 of	 interdiffusion,	 which
(3)
makes	 them	 "ohmic."	 The annealing	 temperature
	
may
- (5)
vary	 from	 350	 to	 600 C	 ,	 and the holding time may
run from a few seconds to several minutes.
The	 component	 at	 the bottom of the	 cell	 stack
assembly	 in	 figure	 2 is actually	 a	 portion
	 of	 the
parabolic mirror,
	 but it also acts as a radiator of the
heat generated in the cell.
	
This component will be made
of	 copper,	 coated with approximately 1200 angstroms of
silver.
The	 component	 in the middle of	 the
	 cell	 stack
3
z
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Figure 21 Znlarged view of photovoltaic cell stack assembly
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assembly, called the pad, will be made of a material
with a low thermal expansion coefficient. The pad is
intended to minimize the stress oi , the photovoltaic cell
resulting from the thermal expansion mismatch between
GaAs and Cu. Galliui arsenide has a thermal expansion
-6	 -1 (6)
coefficient	 of	 about 5x10	 C ,	 whereas	 the
-6 -1 (6)
coefficient for Cu is about 17x10	 C	 When the
parts are bonded together in the final assembly,
temperature variations will produce stresses in each of
the components. The pad is intrc,duced to transfer some
of the stress away from the photovoltaic cell, the most
delicate and important element of the stack.
The effect of thermal stresses in service is
made more severe by the fact that, once each oroit, the
stack is suojected to a thermal cycle from -80 to +60 C.
In a typical 10 year mission in low Earth orbit, the
array will be required to withstand this temperature
cycle about 60,000 times. Therefore, thermal fatigue is
of primary concern.
The material of choice for the pad J-s presently
beryllia (Be0), with a metallic material such as Kovar,
Invar or molybdenum as a possible substitute. Beryllia
is an attractive choice because it exhibits a unique
combination
	
of	 physical properties :
	low	 thermal
6
Z
,O.
1 
expansion., high thermal conductivity and high electrical
(7)
resistivity.	 The electrical	 insulation will
	 allow	 the
mirrors
	 and	 support
	
structure	 of	 the	 array	 to	 be
isolated	 from	 the
	 cells,	 which	 improves	 design
flexibility.
In	 choosing	 a	 joining	 procedure	 for	 the
Ca:isegrainian concentrator cell
	 stack ;assembly,
	 several
criteria had to be considered:
1) The process must not require excessive
	 heating
or deformation of the parts.
2) The	 joints	 formed must exhibit
	 good	 thermal
fatigue resistance.
3) A	 large joint area must be provided
	 for	 good
thermal contact and strength.
4) Tho procedure must not be merely a
	 laboratory
exercise,	 but rather must be easily	 adaptable
to production.
A	 review of the available joining methods with the
above	 Criteria
	 in	 m!nd	 rCSu1LaG	 In	 only	 two
possibilities:	 soldering	 and	 diffusion	 welding.
Relatively
	 little experimental work has been
	 performed
in comparing the two processes,
	 but the evidence
	 which
does	 exist	 indicates	 that diffusion welding
	 has	 the
potential
	 to	 produce	 joints	 with	 superior
	 fatigue
7
(8)
resistance.	 For this reason, the present study has
concentrated solely on diffusion welding.
The
	 next chapter contains a review of
	 the
diffusion welding process, including the probable
mechanisms involved. Also presented are the effects
of welding conditions on the resulting bond strength, as
determined by previous studies. The remainder of the
report deals with the experimental work performed. The
data base was first expanded by performing welds on
steel coupons to simulate the actual joint assemblies.
Further work was performed on assemblies approximating
the TRW design. It was found that a significant
sacrifice in strength was necessary to prevent cracking
of the gallium arsenide layer. Recommendations were made
which may resolve this problem with further study.
4I
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BACKGROUND
Diffusion Welding= Description and mechanisms
I
The	 American	 Welding Society	 (AWS)	 defines
diffusion welding as ...a joining process wherein the
•	 principle mechanism for joint formation is solid state
diffusion.	 Coalescence of the faying surfaces
	 is
accomplished
	 through the application of pressure at
elevated temperature.
	 No melting and only limited
macroscopic deformation or relative motion of the parts
(9)
occurs during welding."	 Though essentially correct,
this	 definition	 requires	 turther	 elaboration,	 y
particularly of the controliing mechanisms.
	 In	 fact,
1four	 different processes have been identified which
contribute in varying amounts to the formation of a
diffusion weld: plastic deformation, recrystallization,
creep and the diffusion of contaminants from the joint
(10,11,12)
interface.	 The latter three processes are
indeed controlled by solid state diffusion. The relative
importance of each mechanism is a function of the
materials being joined and the welding parameters used.
All metals in the solid state exhibit a regular
(1.3)
atomic order, or characteristic lattice structure,	 as
shown in figure 4. The spacing between lattice atoms is
i	 that distance which provides an equilibrium between
Figure 4 1
 5chenatic of typical metal lattice
structure (face centered cubic).
^l
10
I(14)
attractive and repulsive interatomic forces. 	 Most
metallic solids are composed cf many small, discrete
crystals called grains, which are distingu , shable by
their orientation. At the external surfaces of such a
solid are atoms with less than a full complement of
(10)
nearest neighbors.	 The surface atoms will exert a
cohesive force on those of another surface if the parts
are brought within close proximity. Within 10 Angstroms
(A) the cohesive force is very strong, but it decreases
rapidly	 with further distance.	 Thus,	 the	 basic
requirements for the formation of a weld between
components are simply proximity of the opposing surfaces
and atomic registry. The latter requirement is necessary
because the strain on the lattice from a low angle
(15)
boundary might weaken the weld.
Plastic deformation. Because the External force
applied during diffusion welding is concentrated in the
small regions of contact, the stress is relatively high
	
I4.
and	 the
	
surface	 asperities	 are	 plastically
(16,17)
deformed.	 The deformation which occurs is on a
microscopic level, and thus does not constitute
.. relative mDtion" of the parts. As the asperities are
crushed, the area of contact increases and clean metal
is extruded through the contamination 	 layer.	 The
11
ti
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deformation is promoted by the elevated temperature used
in diffusion welding, as yield strength usually
decreases with increased tem perature. Eventually, the
contact area increases to a level where the stress is no
longer sufficient to cause plastic deformation. This
generally occurs before 100% contact is achieved. The
joint then looks somewhat as shown in figure 5 9 with
scattered areas of good bonding, but numerous voids and
contamination remaining. These remaining defects must be
removed by diffusion dominated mechanisms.
Creep. Creep may be defined as the progressive
deformation of a metal when subjected to a constant	 i
stress over a period of time.(18) Some of the .strain is
ecove-able with time after the stress is released, but
a significant portion is not recoverable. Metals have
generally been found to exhibit significant creep at
temperatures above 0.3 Tm (where Tm is the absolute
belting temperature). Creep has often been proposed as a
major factor in the elimination of voids remaining after
plastic deformation has ceased.(19,20,)
Creep is generally considered co occur in three
(21)
stages, 7s shown graphically in figure 6.	 Primary
creep is a period of decreasing creep rate during which
an incr_+aae in dislocation density due to deformation is
12
.o•
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Havre 51 Grose sectional re presentation of
diffusion welded joint after microscopic
plastic deformation has ceased.
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responsible for increjasing the resistance to creep.
Secondary, or steady-state creep, represents a period of
nearly cons+—t creep rate during which strain hardening
and recovery balance out. Tertiary creep consists of an
accelerated creep rate which leads to failure in tensile
creep samples.
The stage of creep which will predominate in
diffusion	 welding is primarily determined by 	 the
homologous temperature, T/T (where T is the welding
m
temperature).	 At	 very low homologous temperatures,
recovery is impossible and primary creep dominates. At
somewhat higher temperatures, recovery processes not
dependent on diffusion, such as cross slip are possible.
The creep is still in the primary stage, however,
because the strain hardening is not balanced out. Abo-e
about 0.5 T	 significant diffusion increases the
m	 (22)
recovery processes, and steady state creep predominates.
With the homologous temperatures used in the present
study, creep is not believed to ever have achieved the
secondary stage.
Recrvstallization.	 Recrystallization	 is	 a
phenomenon which consists of the nucleation and growth
of new, stress free grains in areas of 	 high lattice
strain	 energy,	 such as slip line	 intersections,
15
%M
y
t
,J:
(23)
deformation twin intersections and grain boundaries,
The recrystallization process appears to be an important
mechanism in many diffusion welding applications.
	
In
(24)
fact, Parks	 concluded from his work with several
different	 materials that recrystallization was the
primary diffusion welding mechanism.
(25)
According to Parks	 , the mean yield str<igth of
a material approaches zero during ►-eery%tallization.
This would facilitate the crushing of asperities as
discussed in the previous section, and promote intimate
contact at the joint. For the application considered in
the present study, the strain near the joint interface
will result almost entirely from the crushing of surface
asperities.	 In Parks study, the components were abraded
by	 wire brushing or other means before	 assembly, with
f`	 the
	 intention of	 promoting	 recrystallization during the
^
weld cycle.	 The delicate nature of the components	 in the
v^
Cassegrainian
	
cell	 sta(-k assembly would not	 permit such
a	 pre-straining,	 and	 thus	 the	 total	 effect of
recrystallization	 is	 expected	 to	 be	 lower	 in this
application	 than	 in	 Parks'	 study.
Recrystallization	 may also be partly	 responsible
for	 removing	 the	 contaminant	 layers	 from	 the joint
(26)
interface.	 When the base metal
	 loses strength during
1F
1
'I
recrystallization, its support of the thin contamination
film is momentarily relc,ased. The surface tension of the
film then causes it to agglomerate, or ball up, leaving
large areas of c yan surface.
In addition, recrystallization can promote the
atomic registry required for a sound bond. The growth
of new grains can occur across the joint interface,
often obscuring all traces of the bond line.
Of the many factors which influence
recrystallization, the principal contr_butors are the
temperature, the: time at temperature, the degre3 of(27)
deformation and the purity of the material.
	
Grain
size and crystal orientation wlso have 	 noticeable
effects, but are not considered pe- in^nt to this study.
Recrystallization can normally be expressed by an(26)
equation of the form:
-Qr/RT
	
1 /2'	 = A e
where 1/-r = the rate at which a certain
percentage of the structure
is recrystallizes
	
A	 = a constant
	
Y	 = annealing temrarature
	
R	 = the gas constant
and Qr = the activation energy for
recrystallizationc9>
17
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Because of the presence of a generally large activation
energy in the above equation, recrystallization actually
appears to occur at a definite minimum temperature. The
temperature specified usually represents that which will
result in complete recrystallization. after 1 hour. A
small decrease in temperature would require a
significantly longer time icr • recrystallization, whereas
an increase in temperature would sharply decrease the
time required.
In general,	 recrystallization is promoted by
i
I
increa.sed amounts of previous cold .p ork. In figure 7 are
shown plots of the time-temperature relationships for
the recrystallization of zirconium at two different
X29)
degrees of cold work.	 It is clear that a greater amount
of cold work speeds the r p.te of recrystallization at a
given annealing temperature.
The	 effects	 of impurity	 element--	 on	 the
recrystallization	 of a metal depend	 or, both the
vy
quantity and the type of solute. Extremely pure metals
may have recrystallization temperatures at or heloi q room
(30)
temperature.	 However, very slight im,. ,j:,-ity additions
can drastically raise the recrystallization temperature.
Diffusion	 In	 addition	 to	 its	 effects on
18
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recrystallization and creep, diffusion promotes bonding
by tho transport of contaminants and vacancies from the
bond line to the surrounding base material. Although
extensive diffusion would not be expected at	 the
temperatures considered in this study, about 0.3 T , the
m
distance and volume of diffusion need not be great to
have an effect on welding.
The removal of contaminants from the bond line
would be aided by their dissociat°_,..1n. Typical
contamination consists of various organic and inorganic
compounds,	 including the oxide layer. 	 When these
compounds dissociate under welding conditions, many
F: of the elements released, such as oxygen, hydrogen and
carbon, are small relative to metal atoms. Since they
can occupy interstitial sites in the base metal, these
elements diffuse rapidly from the bond line.
v
20
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Silver as a Diffusion Aid
AQSd for A Diffusion Aid.
constituting the present desi
assembly - GaAs, 880, and Cu
properties. Joining together
materials would be difficult,
The three materials
gn of the cell stack,
- have widely dissimilar
any such	 dissimilar
but the	 problem is
exacerbated by the natures of GaAs and BeO.	 The
mechanisms for bonding discussed in the	 preceding
i
	
section simply do not apply to these materials as they 	 i
do to metallic materials. Fortunately, there exists a
technique to simplify the situation
	
which has met with 	
d
J
considerable success in the past. The Paying surfaces
can be coated, either by vapor deposition or
electroplating, with a material which has favorable
properties for diffusion welding. Assum,ng that good
adhesion of the layer to the substrate can be provided,
the situation is resolved to the bonding of opposing
surface coatings. For the present application, silver
was chosen as the interlayer material for both joints.
Reasons for Usina Silver.	 The choice of an
interlayer material was simpiified by the fact that the
design	 already called for silver coatings on the
parabolic mirror and the photovoltaic cell.
	 By a
fortunate coincidence, silver is one of the more easily
21
[A) .
diffusion welded materials, because of its chemical
nobility,	 plasticity,	 and	 low	 temperature	 of
JJ
	 racrystallization.
1
Chemical nobility is a term which indicates that a
metal resists the formation of compounds with other
I
elements, especially oxygen. The resistance to oxidation
can be quantified by a free energy of formation, the
energy released when the compound la formed. A list of
the free energy of' formation of silver oxide ( Ag 0) with
c a1 )
respect to temperature is displayed in table 1 .	 As
shown, the quantity passer through zero at about 200 C
and becomas more positive at higher temperatures. This
indicates that the oxide would be more likely to
dissociate than to form at temperatures above 200 C.
Of the common metals, only gold has a less stable
(32)
oxide.
As is generally true for materials with a face
centered cubic structure, silver exhibits excellent
v
ductility. In tensile tests, fully annealed, 99.99% pure
(33)
silver Elongates about 50% before failure . The yield
strength has been observed to be as low as 1220 psi, but
strain hardening raises the ultimate strength to 19,000
psi. The plasticity of silver would promote the initial
stage of diffusion welding, wherein the contact area is
22
,q
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Table 1: Free Energy of Formation of Ag O
2
Temperature ( F)	 F (cal/mole)
	
80	 -2500
	
300	 -650
	
400	 +200
	
500	 +1050
	
600	 +1900
	
700	 +2700
6. _ J
23
-77(7.
increased by microscopic plastic deformation.
As	 discussed	 in	 the	 preceeding	 section,
recystallization	 is dependent on several 	 factors,
including temperature, degree of strain and material
purity.	 In	 the case of silver,	 the	 onset	 of
recrystallization in very pure, severely cold worked
metal has been observed at room temperature. 	 The
concentraticns of impurities in a typical commercially(34)
electroplated silver layer are listed in table 2.
Slightly	 strained silver of this purity would be
expected to display a recrystallization temperature of
(35)
about 200 C.
Previous Work _Qn the Effect _af Welding Conditions.
Several published studies have considered the diffusion
welding of silver ccated base materials. Those cases
considered pertinent to this study are summarized in
table 3. As shown, the base materials in all instances
were metal alloys. Although the results of each
investigation were considered to be satisfactory, the
welding	 procedures and	 acceptance	 criteria	 vary
widely. The joint requirements range from a 1000 psi
(36)
burst strength for a cast aluminum body	 to strengths
approaching	 that	 of	 stainless steel	 in another(37)
study.	 Factors varied in the welding procedures
24	 I	 ^,
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Table 2: Impurity content of Silver Electroplate
.9
t
1L•'.
9
Element	 Concentration (ppm)
Copper 10
Lead 2
Magnesium 2
Nickel 4
Iron 8
Oxygen 23
Nitrogen 4
Hydrogen 5
Carbon 110
Sulfur 9
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Oil
include surface preparation, coating technique, welding
atmosphere and of course the parameters employed (time,
temperature, pressure). It is apparent from the earlier
discussion of welding mechanisms that awl of these
i
ractors are intimately related. However, to promote the
clarity of this discussion, the effects of these factors
shall be considered separately.
Surface Preparation. The proper evaluation of the
i
qual_ty of a surface finish must include consideration
of both roughness and flatness. Roughness is a small
scala variation in the surface profile, and accounts for
what has been referred to as asperities, the small
"hills" on the surface. Flatness is the condition of the
surface profile as considered over the entire area of	 {
the part. The difference between roughness and (lack of)
flatness is illustrated in figure 8. A lack of flatness
or "waviness" of a surface is a much more severe
condition for diffusion welding than is roughness. 	 i
Surface asperities may be eliminated by microscopic
plastic deformation, recrystallization and creep as
discussed	 earlier,	 but	 the amount	 of	 material
redistribution required to provide intimi,te contact
i
between wavy surfaces may be orders of magnitude greater.
Even if the pressure and temperature used were great
27
Wavy surface Rough surface
Figure 8t Cross sectional viers of typical
surface irregularities.
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enough, to mate the surfaces, excessive distortion and/or
cracking of the ccriponents would be likely to occur.
The most effective surface preparation technique
employed in the published studies was lapping. As
indicated in table 3, this method provided surfaces
which were quit9 flat, to within 0.1	 in. over a 0.5 in.
(38)
sample in the best case.	 Such careful surface
preparation would be expected to lower the required
temperature and pressure for a successful weld.
The disadvantage of lapping is that it is a
difficult procedure which requires special equipment.(39)
Dini et.al .	 achieved excellent bonds with a lathe
(40)
prepared surface, while Crane et.al .	 simply used as
rolled sheet material. Cold rolling should provide a
surface of good quality, but the flatness might easily
be disturbed by cutting the sheet into weld coupons.
Coati= Technique. There are three methods of
applying coatings commonly used for diffumion welding:
electroplating, phy3ical vapor deposition, and hot
hollow cathode-sputter evaporation. Of the three, hot
hollow	 cathode sputtering is considered the
	 most
desirable, both in purity of the deposited layer and(41,42)
adhesiun to the base material.	 In fact, Naimon(43)
et.al .	 credited the technique with enabling them to
29
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1
	 decrease the welding temperature in their studies. The
riisadvantage of hot hollow cathode sputtering is that it
:w
is difficult to perform, and elaborate equipment is
requires:.
Perhaps the least desirable coating rr:ethod for
	
1	 diffusion welding is ordinary physical vapor deposition.
T he deposited layers usually exhibl^; poor adhesion to
the substrate. Generally, the only justification in
applying this method is when the nature of the base
material is not compatible with either of the ocher
methods.
	
I	 ,
The most commonly used method for depositing
diffusion welding coatings is electroplating,
p:-incipally because the technique is well developed and
the equipment is usually readily available. Adhesion of
the deposit to the substrate is somewhere bet::een thr.t
of the other two methods. Purity of the deposit can be a
problem,	 especially	 when	 proprietary	 brightening
(45)	 -4
additions are made.
When	 selecting	 the	 appropriate	 interlayer
thickness for diffusion welding, the primary
consideration J.s the stress which will be required to
deform the layer, both in compres-ion and tension.
Triaxial restraint of the base mater i al. on the coating
30
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tends ':o improve the strength of the joint in service,
but also makes it more difficult to obtain intimate(46)
contact during the welding cycle.	 The effective
r
restraint	 decreases	 as the	 :nterlayer	 thickness
r	 increases. Thus, the relationship of joint strength to
inte.-layer thickness would resemble the curve of figure
(47)
9.
The initial portion of the curve in figure 9, in
which the relationship is almost linear, represents a
region of increasing bond area caused by improved
plastic flow during welding. The maximum strength occurs
when increases in interlayer thickness provide no
further improvement in weld area. Any further increase
in thickness decreases joint strength by reducing the
effect of triaxial restraint in service.
The actual point where the maximum joint strength
will occur is difficult to determine analytically,
because it will depend both on the materials involved
and the quality of the substrate surface. The greater
the roughness and waviness of the surfaces, the thicker
the interlayer will need to be. The thickness for the
present study was chosen to be 0.0004 in., which has
(48, 49, 50 )
proved effective in other studies. 	 The scope
of the study did not permit the thickness to be varied,M.
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and this should Le considered for future work. However,
it must be considered that with the available
techniques, greater thicknesses tend to increase the
waviness of the coating itself, regardless of the
quality of the substrate surface.
WeldinE Atmusvhe r e. When diffusion welding many
materials, the welding atmosphere is critical and must
consist of either a vacuum or a continuously flushed
inert gas. With silver coated surfaces, however, the
atmo^:phere	 has	 virtually	 no	 effect	 on	 weld
(53,54)
quality.	 Apparently, the welding atmosphere is only
critical for materials which readily form compounds with
elements in the air.
(53)
Crane et.al .	 conducted welds in air with
satisfactory	 results at all parameter combinations
(54)
studied.	 Knowles and Hazlett	 went further and
compared the results of welds made in vacuum and in air
at similar welding parameters. No effect of the
atmosphere on joint quality was observed.
Twnperature Aad Pressure. Low welding temperature
and pressure are desirable for the present application
to avoid damage to the delicate components involved.
This presents a complication not encountered in most of
the published studies. In cases where low welding
33
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temperatures were sought, the applied pressure was
gAnerally high to compensate.
(55)
Naimon et.al .	 used a temperature of only 20 .4 C
to	 join	 aluminum	 to	 stainless steel with a silver
interlayer, but the pressure of 16,969 psi was
sufficient to cause extensive plasti: Jc:formation of the
aluminum component. Similar methods were used by Crane
(56)
et.al .	 for bonding aluminum to stainless steel. The
temperatures used ranged fron, 2^0 to 370 C with a( 97 )
pressure of 25,000 psi. Dini --.al. 	 achieved high
joint strength in stainless stcel at 300 C and 10,000
psi, but these were the lowest parameters considered. An
important aspect of their results is illustrated in
figure 10. As indicated, the pressure was much more
significant at low temperatures than at high
temperatures.
A rather atypical study was that performed by
(58)
Morley and Caruso	 Silver electroplated, cast
aluminum valve bodies were welded in that study. A
relatively high temperature of 482 C was used with a low
pressure of 3,840 psi. A respectable tensile strength of
8,270 was achieved.
Only two published studies could be located in
which both low temperatures and low pressures were
34
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Figure 10i Joint strength vs. welding pressure,
frog the work of Dini et. al.
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considered. O'Brien et.al . welded maraging stainless
steel coupons which had been coated with silver by the
hot hollow cathode sputter-evaporation process. The
samples were polished flat to within one light band
before coating. The results are shown in figures 11 and
12. The samples represented by the curve of figure 11 were
welded at 204 C. It appears that above about 10,000 psi,
no significant increase in strength was achieved with
further increase in pressure. Below 10,000 psi the
strength rapidly decreased with lower pressure, although
the join t_ formed at 5000 psi still maintained some
strength. The curve of figure 12 represents the results
of maintaining a constant pressure of 20,000 psi and
varying the temperature. It is interesting to note that
a change in slope appeared to occur around 200 to 300 C,
because	 within	 this	 temperature	 range
rec:rystallization and the dissociation of Ago
	
are
expected to begin.
(60)
Knowles	 and Hazlett	 also considered
	 low
temperatures and pressures in the bonding of silver
electroplated beryllium. Befcre plating, the samples were
lapped flat to within 20 in. over a 0.5 in. diameter
area. The results of the study are displayed in figure 13.
A significant increase in strength was apparent over the
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entire pressure range when the temperature was increased
i
from 225 to 280 C. The sharp decrease in strength at
pressures below 10,000 psi observed by O'Brien et.al .
was not apparent in Knowles and Hazlett's data. Rather,
the relationship between welding pressure and the
resulting joint strength seemed roughly linear.
Time.	 Although diffusion is a time	 related
process, the typical conclusion of published studies is
that time at temperature is a relatively insignificant
(61 ,62,63)
factor in diffusion welding.	 Investigators
welding silver coated materials have varied time at
temperature from one minute to several hours, without an
appreciable change in resulting joint strength.
Apparently, the kinetics of diffusion welding are
relatively fast, even at the lower end of the useable
temperature range. The effect of time is usually
obscured, however, by the low heating and cooling rates
used to prevent damage from thermal shock. This would
add appreciably to the effective time at elevated
enperature.
^.	 39
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Diffusion Welding Pressure Systems
There are two basic families of pressure systems
generally used for diffusion welding: uniaxial and
isostatic. The former is by far the more popular type,
and was used in all of the published studies on
diffusion welding silver coated materials. The latter
type is more complex and often more expensive, but it
has characteristics which make it more suitable for
certain difficult applications.
Uniaxial Pressure 15y$tema. The popularity of
uniaxial pressure systems results from the fact that they
are relatively easy to construct ar•d operate. Such
systems are distinguished by the fact that they exert
pressure in one direction only. Pressure application
generally	 depends on either differential	 thermal
expansion or a hydraulically operated piston.
A	 differential	 thermal expansion	 setup	 is
extremely simple, but the pressure cannot be controlled
independently	 of the temperature. With hydraulically
actuated	 systems,	 the pressure can be	 controlled
without regard to the temperature, and yet the system's
design remains relatively uncomplicated.	 The basic
limitation	 of	 uniaxial systems arises	 from	 the
difficulty	 in providing adequate alignment of the
ae
1
Flin=s 141 Misalignment problem in a uniaxiai
pressure systea.
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piston, the anvil end the joint components. Unless the
contacting surfaces of all of the members are completely
flat and parallel to one another, the application of
pressure will be uneven. As shown exaggerated in figure
•	 14, misalignment results in contact over a relatively
small area where the welding force is concentrated.
Thus welding tends to be incomplete, and distortion or
cracking of the components is likely.
- Inontatic Pressure Svstf=A. By far the most common
isostatic pressure system used for diffusion welding is
the hot isostatic press (HIP). HIP units have also been
used extensively for powder metal compaction and healing
(64)
of internal voi- I s in castings.	 A schematic diagram
of a typical HIP unit is shown in figure 15. The system
is basically a pressure vessel with an internal,
removable thermal barrier package which prevents the
pressure vessel walls from being heated. Heating is
	
provided by resistive elements, and the temperature is
	
It .
monitored by thermocouples. The vessel is evacuated and
back-filled with argon gas which, when compressed by a
hydraulic pump, can provide pressures near 30,000 psi.
The weld assemblies must be placed in a sealed
container so that the argon gas will not seep into the
jointe. The containers are designed to collapse evenly
42
around the assemblies when pressure is applied. Aside
from the slight pressure increase which will occur when
the container collapses around the assemblies, the
internal atmosphere will remain at essentially ambient
pressure. A pressure differential will thus exist
between the inside and outside of the container, which
is necessary to press the joint components together.
It is critical that the container collapses evenly
around the joint components so that isostatic pressure
is maintained. Care must therefore be taken in choosing
the container's dimensions and material. It is desirable
that empty spaces within the container be minimized, to
minimize the amount the container must collapse. For
many applications this is difficult to
	 accomplish
because the assemblies are irregular or very small. In
such cases a fine granulair material is poured into the
container to fill the voids.
	
Choosing the granular pressure transfer medium 	 1.
also requires careful consideration. The material used
must flow almost like a liquid to preserve the isostatic
nature of the pressure. This is generally the most
difficult requirement to satisfy
	 because under welding
conditions most materials tend to clot together to a
certain extent.	 In addit.4 rn,	 the material must display
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good thermal conductivity, and should be relatively
inert to prevent interaction with the joint components.
Despite the complications involved in isostatic
systems, the advantages afforded occasionally make it
worthwhile. The greatest advantage is the even pressure
application provided, especially when using a granular
pressure medium. A granular material will easily mold
around complex shapes with great accuracy. With true
isostati; pressure on the components, macroscopic
deformation can be avoided even at pressures aoove the
yield strength, because the shear stress will be zero,
as indicated by the Mohr's circle equation for state of
(65)
stress'
2
max	 x	 y	 x 
( P-' )/2 + 0
0
where	 -Cmax = maximum shear stress
ax = normal stress in x direction
Cr y = normal stress in y direction 	 ,L
T xy = shear stress in x plans, y direction 	 ;
and	 P = applied pressure
Finally, the dense argon gas provides an excellent
thermal transfer medium, resulting in very even heating
of the assemblies.
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Conclusions
After	 a review of the available literature,
several	 conclusions may be formed concerning 	 the
diffusion welding of silver coated materials:
1) The principal mechanisms for diffusion welding
are macros=opic plastic deformation, creep,
recrystallization and diffusion of contaminants
into the base material.
2) Coating	 the surfaces with silver promotes
welding	 because	 of	 silver's	 plasticity,
chemical	 nobility and low temperature	 of
recrystallization.
3) Previous work demonstrates that welding silver
coated surfaces in air has no deleterious
effect.
4) Only two investigations considered the welding
of silver coated materials at both low
temperature and low pressure, as is of interest
to this study. An expar.sion of the data base is
therefore required.
5) There are two basic families of pressure
systems useful for diffusion welding, uniaxial
and isostatic. The former type is applicable to
an introductory study only, as its limitations
46
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make it unacceptable for welding the brittle
components of the actual assemblies. '.'he
isostatic type of system is more complex, but
better suited to welding brittle materials.
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OBJECTIVES
The ultimate purpose of the present study was to
develop a satisfactory joining preocedure for the
Cassegrainian concentrator cell stack assembly. The
t
available	 time	 and	 funding did	 not	 permit	 a
comprehensive
	 investigation,	 with	 comparison	 of
different processes. Diffusion welding was singled out
	
as the most promising method, and was used for all of 	 i
i
the experimentation.
An extensive literature search revealed the
necessity of coating the joint components with silver,
and a shortage of data relating strength to welding
parameters in the range of interest. The first objective
of this investigation was thus to furtfer develop an
understanding	 of the -^lationship between 	 welding
temperature	 and pressure and the resulting	 joint
strength.
v
The	 brittleness of	 gallium	 arsenide,	 the	 i
photovoltaic cell material, made it clear from the onset
that cracking would be a significant problem. Therefore,
the second major objective of this study was to
investigate the cracking problem as it relates to
welding parameters.
48
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Plan of Investigation
The data presented in chapter 2 from published
studies on the di^P fljsion welding of silver coated
W. t I 
materials were considered to be insufficient for this
study. The low temperatures and pressures necessary
to avoid damage to cell stack components were considered
in only two of the investigations, and those employed
elaborate surface preparation techniques which would
influence the results. In addition, although the
results were not entirely contradictory, neither were
they entirely consistent, and a more certain knowledge
of the process was needed for the present application.
Thus, it was necessary to expand the data base relating
welding parameters to the resulting joint strength.
The actual cell stack components are expensive.
and their brittleness and small dimensions preclude
much quantitative mechanical testing. Therefore, it
was not feasible to develop a large data base with the
actual assemblies. Previous work showed that the base
material has little or no effect on the variation in
strength with changing welding parameters, although the
(21,23)
absolute strength is affected.
	 For the initial
1
investigation, silver electroplated steel coupons were
'	 9
o.
welded with a uniaxial pressure system. Steel was chosen
because it is strong, ductile, inexpensive and
relatively easy to electroplate. The uniaxial pressure
system was used because it was much more economical for
i
evaluating a large number of parameter combinations
rather than an isostatic system.
Temperatures and pressures outside the usable
range predicted for the cell stack components were
studied in order to observe the strength loss which
occurs at lower values of temperature avid pressure. It
would have been advantageous to have used pressures even
lower than the minimum studied, but the servo control of
the Gleeble ( the pressure system used in this phase of
I	
the study) was not accurate at very low levels of force.
In the second phase of the investigation, mockups
1
	
	 of the actual cell stack assembly were welded using a
hot isostatic press (HIP). Because of the expense of
I
using the HIP, only a limited number of runs could be
	
y
performed. The GaAs and Be0 components were used as
received from the suppliers, since available methods of
further polishing did not hold much promise for
improving the finish. The cold rolled Kovar sheet was
also used as received, because the finish appeared quite
good. The finish on the Cu components might have been
50
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improved by further polishing,	 but this was	 not
considered	 necessary because of copper's excellent
ductility and low yield strength.
The investigation concentrated on three important
subjects, which overla pped in the testing to some
extent:
1>	 Developing	 a	 satisfactory	 encapsulation
procedure for the assemblies.
2> Studying the effects of welding temperature,
pressure, time and cooling rate on the
resulting bond quality.
3>
	
	
Studying the effects of the above parameters
on cracking in the aaAS.
The first phase of the investigation and the
initial HIP runs gave a good indication of which
parameters would provide good bonding. The remainder of
the HIP runs were therefore concerned with studying the
cracking problem in the GaAs. The low pressures used
were not expected to provide 100% bonding over the joint
surface, but it was hoped that the tests would provide
an insight into the causes of the cracking problem, and
lead	 to recommendations for reducing the problem.
Further, it is	 not	 expected	 that 100% bonding is
necessary to provide the thermal fatigue resistance
51
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required for the intended application.
Special Equipment and Materials
A photograph of the uniaxial system used for the
first phase of the investigation is shown in figure 16.
The system, called a Gleeble, consists of the control
panel and a micro-computer at (the left of the
photograph), and the thereto-mechanical unit (at the right
or the photograph). The weld samples were held between
0.5 in. diameter class 2 copper electrodes machined to a
I 0.250 in. diameter at the ends. The electrodes were
threaded into water cooled copper jaws, through which
electric current was passed. The right hand jaw is
fixed, while the left had jaw, attached to a piston, is
free to move. Force is exerted by a hydraulic system
acting on the piston.
A schematic of the Gleeble is displayed in figure
17. Temperature is monitored by 0.005 in. diameter
Chromel-Alumel type thermocouple wires percussion welded
to one joint component. The pressure is measured by a
load cell. Both signals are sent to a microprocessor
which effects the control. The desired thermal history
is provided by resistive heating of the joint
components. Deviations from the program are corrected
by altering the current flow. The accuracy of the
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Figure 161 Photograph of Gleeble used in first phase of the
investigation.
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Figure 171 Schematic diagram of Gleeble.
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temperature control is approximately ^5 C. Control of
the welding force is estimated to be within +20 lb.
The HIP unit	 is discussed to some extent in
chapter 2. The system used, shown in the photograph of
figure 18,	 is owned by Conaway,	 Inc.	 of Dublin, Ohio.
The control console to the right of the photograph
contains	 a stripchart recorder, a digital display of	 4
pressure and temperature and a dial for adjusting the
temperature. The unit to the left of the photograph
contains	 the pressure vessel, the hydraulics and the
thermal electrical circuits. The system's automatic
control	 is not functional, so the parameters were 	 +
controlled manually from the digital display. The manual
control	 is accurate to within + 10 C for	 the
temperature and -0, +250 psi for the pressure.
The silver coated Ga g s components were obtained by
NASA through Advanced Solar Energy Concepts of
California. The silver coating appeared to have been
applied by vapor deposition, and was evaluated as being
generally rather poor in quality. The silver coated BeO
chips were purchased from the Brush Wellman Co., of
Cleveland, Ohio. The parts were ground flat to within
0.0002 in before applying the coating. The coating
consisted of a thick f.`lm conductive medium (molybdenum
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Figure 181 Photograph of Hot Isoetatic Press used in second
phase of the Investlwation.
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aand manganese) covered by 0.0002 in. of silver.
Experimental Procedure
Gl-eeble Study. Sample preparation consisted of the
following procedure:
1) Mild steel sheet, 	 0.040 in. thick, was sheared
into pieces 10.5 x 2.5 in.
2) A 5/8 iii. wide strip was polished on the 10.5
in. side using grit paper bonded to a flat,
machined steel block. Grits 240,320,400 and
600 were used.
3) The polished parts were sent to the Bron Shoe
Co.	 of	 Columbus,	 Ohio	 for	 silver
electroplating.	 A	 nickel	 strike	 and
conventional techniques were employed.
4) The plated sheets were sheared into 5/6 x 2.5
in. coupons.
5) The coupons were clamped in a vise in pairs
with a 5/8 in. square area of overlap. A 0.062
in. diameter hole was drilled through the edge
to a depth of 3/16 in. The finished parts were
as shown in figure 19.
6) The chromel-alumel thermocouple wires were
bondea simult;.neously to the bottom of the
groove on one of the joint components, as shown
57
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in figure 20.A 
7) A ceramic insulator tube was threaded onto the
thermocouple wires to keep them separated.
The cleaning procedure for the joint components
consisted of the following:
1^ The samples were ultrasonically cleaned in
trichloroethylene for a minimum of 10 minutes.
2) The parts were rinsed in acetone, distilled
water and methanol, and then dried with a hot
air blower.
The welding procedure consisted of the following:
1) The components were positioned between the 	
i
copper electrodes as shown in figure 21.
2) A typical weld program is shown in figure 22.
The pressure was raised to the weld level in
10 seconds, followed by a 5 minute ramp of
temperature to the weld level. Pressure and
temperature were then held constant for 10
minutes.	 The	 joint was cooled	 to	 room
temperature in 15 minutes,	 and the pressure
was tnen released.
HIP Study. Sample preparation consisted of the
following procedur s:
1) Kovar sheet,
	 0.015 in.	 thick,	 was sent as
58
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Figure 191 Electroplated steel coupon with 0.062"
diaietsr notch.
Figure 201 Steel coupon with thermocouple wires attached.
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Figure 211 Photoicraph of Steel cc-mons cl.arped between the
'leeble'e 'Jaws.
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Figure 221 Typical Gleeble weld program.
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J to Smith Electrochemical Co.
	
of
tti,	 Ohio for electroplating
	 with
in. of Ag.
ated Kovar sheet was sheared into
8 mm. on a side.
r sheet,	 10.5 x 2.5 x 0.015 in.
	
was
polished with grit paper bonded to a flat,
machined block. Grits 240, 320, 400 and 600
were used.
4) The Cu sheet was sent to the Bron Shoe Co. of
Columbus, Ohio for electroplating with 0.0002
in. ^f Ag.
5) The plated Cu sheet was sheared into squares
11 mm on a side.
The cleaning procedure for the BeO, Kovar and Cu
components was as follows:
1) Ultrasonic cleaning in	 trichloroethylene,
acetone and distilled water for 3 minutes each.
2) Rinse in methanol followed by blow dry with a
trot air blower.
Ultrasonic cleaning tended to cause cracking in
the GaAs components. Therefore an alternate procedure
was developed as follows:
1) The components were hand polished on nap cloth
62
using a slurry of 0.05 m. alumina powder in
distilled water.
2> The components were rinsed in	 acetone,
distilled water and methanol and then dried
with a hot air blower.
After cleaning, the assemblies were visually
aligned and wrapped in aluminum foil, as shown in
figures 23 through 26. The hand wrapped aluminum layer
served to hold the assemblies in alignment during
handling, and also kept the granular pressure transfer
medium from penetrating the joints.
The encapsulation procedure evolved over the
course of the first few HIP runs. For the first two
runs, deep drawn cans were used, of the dimensions shown
in figure 27. Also shown in figLY-re 27 is the manner in
which the assemblies were placed in the cans. Granular
graphite was used as a pressure transfer mediw,i. For the
first run, only one steel can was used, packed with 6
assemblies. For the second run, four cans were used, two
steel and two aluminum. The steel cans were autogenous
GTA welded shut, while the aluminum cans were sealed
with a CO laser. One of the steel cans had a 3 in.
2
long, 0.25 in. O.D. copper tube brazed into a hole in
the center of the lid. The tune was used to evacuate the
1
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Figure 231 Assembly components aligned on a2am&m=4&U.
Fig=e 24v Components held in place with a graphite pencil
as foil folded over.
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;Figure 25s Alumnus foil wrapped around aammbLT.
Figure 26t Complete, wrapped aaaeably
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Figure 271 Deep drawn container used in initial HIP rune.
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Figure 281 Larger container used in later HIP rune.
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can and was then pinch welded shut with a crimping tool.
For the third HIP run, 6 assemblies were packed in
2 aluminum cans as above. The aluminum cans were then
packed in a larger mild steel can as shown in figure 28.
The pressure transfer medium in the smaller cans was
granular graphite, while the larger can was packed with
a fine, crystalline quartz. The large can was
fabricated from a section of thin walled pipe and 2
"dished" lids. The upper lid had a short section of 0.25
in. diameter steel tubing GTA welded in its center.
The remainder of the HIP runs used the steel can
only. The final procedure is depicted in figures 29
through 32. The lower lid was first GTA welded to the
section of pipe. Granular graphite was then poured in and
tamped down to a depth of 0.5 in. Tnree assemblies were
positioned in the caa as shown in figure 30. A steel
disk, polished flat on both sides was placed over each
. Y
of the assemblies, and another assembly was placed on
	 1
top, as shown in figure 31. The remaining volume of
the can was then filled with granular graphite which was
tamped down using a lid. The upper lid, with a short
tube welded in its center, was then GTA welded on. The
end of the tube was also sealed by GTA welding. The
finished can was as shown in figure 32. Variations in the
68
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Figure 291 Componeote of HIP Container.
Figure 30, Irtnul&r Rraphite poured in to a level ct 0.5",
and three aeaeabliee placed on top.
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fig-are 311 Polished disks and three care aasesbliee placed on
f fret Set.
J F1Cure 321 Flnlahed KU oontalner with lid welded on.
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canning procedure are summarized in table 4.
The
	 HIP welding procedure consisted of	 the
following=
1) The sealed can was positioned on the HIP's
resistive heating assembly with ceramic
spacers as shown in figure 33.
2) The thermal barrier package was slipped over
the can and fastened down as shown in figure 34.
3) The entire thermal barrier assembly was placed
in the HIP's pressure vessel, which was then
sealed.
4) A typical weld cycle is as shown in figure 35.
The temperature was raised to 250 C in 15
minutes. The pressure was then raised as
quickl y as possible to the weld level, as the
temperature was simultaneously raised further.
The heating rate was co n tro lled so that the
temperature and pressure would reach their
weld levels at approximately the same time.
After holding at the weld levels for the
appropriate period of time, the temperature
was ramped down. Once the temperature reached
the ambient, the pressure was released quickly.
The welding parameters used in each HIP run
n
71
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are included in table 4.
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Table 4: Hot Isostatic Welding Procedures
Hold (Cool IPressure
Run	 ITemp.l
I
Pressurel Time (Time IMedium	 I Container Type
1	 1
I
350	 1
I
15	 1 30
I
1	 30
I	 I
1	 graphitel 1.5
	 in.	 long
r I I I I I	 1 0.75	 in.	 dia.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I	 I
I	 I
steel
	
and Al
-iti
I
2	 1
I
350	 1
I
15	 1 30
I
1	 30
I	 I
1	 graphitel 0.75	 in.	 dia.
i I ( I I I	 and	 I can	 inside	 i
I I I I 1	 quartz	 1 3	 in.	 long	 3	 in.
I I I I I	 I dia.	 steel canI I I I I	 I,
^ I I ! ! I	 I
3	 1 350	 1 10	 1 15 1	 30 1	 graphite! 4.5	 in.	 long
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I	 1
I	 I
3	 in.	 dia.	 steel
'• I
4	 1
I
350	 1
I
2.5	 1 ^1-0
I
1	 30
I	 I
1	 graphitel 3	 in,	 lone	 t
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I	 1
I	 ^.
3	 in.	 dia.	 steel
	 s
'
I
5	 1
I
350	 1
I
2.5	 1 30
I
1	 60
I	 I
1	 graphitel 3	 in.	 long
Il II II II I	 II	 ^ Sin.	 dia.	 steel
I
6	 1
I
450	 1
I
2.5
	 1 30
I
1	 90
I	 I
1	 graphitel
___
2	 in.	 long
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I	 1
I	 i
3	 in.	 dia.	 steel
I
7	 1
I
450	 1
I
2.5	 1 30
I
1	 90
I	 I
1	 graphitel 2	 in.	 long
I
I
I
I
i
'
I
I
I	 1
I	 i
3	 in.	 dia.	 steel
I
8	 1
I
250	 1
I
5	 1 30
I
1	 90
I	 I
1	 graphitel 2	 in.	 long
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
1	 1
I	 I
3	 in.	 dia.	 steel
I
9	 1
I
250
	 1
I
2.5	 1 30
I
1	 45
I	 I
1	 graphite! 2	 in.	 long
I
^_
I
I
I
I_
I
I	 I
I	 1
I
3	 in.	 dia.	 steel
I
10	 1
I
350	 1
I
1.25	 1 30	 1
I
60
I	 I
1	 graphitel 2	 in.	 long
I I I I 1	 1 3	 in.	 dia.	 steel
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Table 4: Continued
I	 I I Hold ICool	 IPressure	 I
Run A ITem p, 	I Pressurel Time 1Time	 Imedium	 I Container Tvo
11
I	 I
1350	 1 2.5	 I
I
30
I	 I	 I
1	 120	 1	 graphite	 1 2 in. long
I	 I
I	 I
I
I
I	 I	 1
I	 I	 I
3 in. dia.	 36
12
I	 I
1	 450	 1 1.25	 1 30
I	 I	 I
1	 150	 1	 graphite	 1 2 in. long
I	 I
I	 I
I
I
I	 I	 1
I	 I	 I
3 in. dia.	 sb
13
I	 I
1300	 1 3.7	 1
I
30
I	 I	 I
1	 60	 1	 graphite	 12 in. long
I	 I
I	 1
I
I
I	 I	 1
I	 I	 I
3 in. dia.	 sb
14
I	 I
1	 250	 1 3.7	 1
I
30
I	 I	 I
1	 60	 1	 graphite	 1 2 in. long
3 in. dia. sb
Note: Temperatures in C
Pressure in ksi
Time in minutes
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rtm a 33, Kjp container Positioned on resistive
heating assembly.
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Figure 341 Thermal barrier pack&ge fastened in place.
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Testing
The steel coupons welded with the GleeLle were
tested witl , an Instror, tensile testing machine, using a
crosshead speed of 0.02 in./min. The parts were clamped
in serrated jaws such that the joints failed in shear.
Accuracy of the tests was estimated to be within 30 lb.
The HIP welded mockups of the cell stack assembly
were peel tested to reveal the degree of bonding. The
peel tests were conducted under distilled water to
prevent the spread of BeO particles. The fracture
surfaces were then inspected at various magnifications
with a scanning elec tron microscope (SEM).
An attempt was made to conduct quantitative
mechanical tests on the HIP welded assemblies with the
testing device shown in figure 36. The assemblies were
clamped between two mandrels, such 4a the one shown in
figure 37. One mandrel was fixed, and the other was free
to spin in a linear bearing. Weights were hung from
lever arms attached to the free mandrel, and the joints
were thus stressed in torsion. The device only worked
for poorly bonded samples because the parts tended to
slip from the mandrels. A redesigned clamp for the parts
might make the torsion tester usable for 4 uture work.
In	 addition	 to	 the peel	 tests	 and	 SEM
78
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I	 II	 tise (typ. 30 gin	 tine (typ. 1 hr) I
Figure 351 Typical HIP weld cycle
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Fig='" 361 'Torsion testing device for HIP welded assaablivs.
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observations, the HIP welded 3emblies were evaluated
by visual inspection under low magnification cup to
70X). The inspection primarily concerned the severity of
cracking in the GaAs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Gleeble Study
The results of the welds made on silver plated
steel coupons are presented in figures 36 thrcigh 46.
Figure 38 contains the entira data set, plot • •d with
weld strength as a function of welding pressu-e, for
several temperatures. The same data is shown again as
individual curves in figures 39 through 45, for clarity.
In figure 46, the data is plotted again, with weld
strength as a function of welding temperature, at
10,000 psi weld?.ng pressure. The gleeble's unpredictable
servo control did not allow the exact same pressures to
be used at the different temperatures. Therefore, the
data plotted in figure 46 were ge-ierated by averaging
the results near 10,000 psi whe;i necessary.
The	 results plotted in figure 36 form	 two
relatively distinct bands at high pressures, and
appear to merge at pressures below 10,000 psi. The upper
band includes the results of welds made at temperatures
of 300 C or higher, whereas the results in the lower
band are for temperatures of 250 and 275 C. Much of the
separation	 between	 curves	 may	 be	 ascribed	 to
experimental error.	 The two distinct hands might,
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however, have resulted from the effects of one of the
mechanisms for welding described in the background. A
likely candidate be recrystallization, as the
greater microscopic plastic deformation occurring at
higne,-	 pressures	 mignL magnify	 the	 effects	 of
temperature. In any event, one may safely state that,
at pressures above 10,000 psi and temperatures above 300 C,
further increases in temperature will provide little
improvement in strength. This is illustrated in the
curve of figure 46, which levels out at about 300 C.
Aiso of interest are the results of welds made at
225 ar.d 200 C. All but two of the welds made at 225 C
fell apart during handling. The two assemblies which
survived exhibited relatively low strengths, even though
they were welded at high pressure. None of the assemblies
processed at 200 C survived handling.
The ?ffect of pressure increases also appeared to
decrease at high levels. The average increase in
strength w^,s 3000 psi when the pressure was raised from
5000 to 10000 psi, while a further increase to 15000 psi
pressure typically improved the strength by only 1600
psi.
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Encapsulation. As was described in chapter 4, the
encapsulation procedure for the HIP welded assemblies
underwent an evolution over the course of the first 6
runs. The difficulty lay in achieving true isostatic
stress on the assemblies. Although pressure from the
argon gas was always isostatic on the outside surface of
the container, non-uniform collapse of the contairer
altered the state of stress, since the g-anular transfOr
medium was not truly fluid. A liquid pressure transfer-
medium would have provided isostatic stress to tfe
asseii O)lies regardless of the container collapse, but no
means were available to prevent penetration of a liquid
into the joints.
In	 the worst cases,	 the non-uniform stress
resulted in severe distortion of the assemblies, as in
t
runs 2 and 3. The container design was never developed
r
to the point where the stress could be considered truly
'
	
	 isostatic, but the final design did provide a consistent,
symmetricl collapse. Only a spherical container or one
made or a very flexible material such as an elastomer
could be expected to collapse uniformly.
r'	 I
The origina l. procedure called for small cans with
an	 inside diameter only slightly larger than the
93
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diagonal of the Cu component. The rationale was to
minimize the volume of granular material required, and
thua the amount the container must ccllapse to transfer
the pressure. Thi , design failed primarily because the
containers
	 could not be reliably sealed with the
available equipment. It was also discovered in later
runs that a certain minimum layer of granular material
was required between the assemblies and the container,
to prevent damage. The mini rnur^ spacing was estimated to
be. 0.5 in. before collapse, which would not have been
provided by the small containers.
The 3" diameter steel containers collapsed as
shown in figure 47. The dished lids bent with a maximum
deflection at the center, as defined by the following
(66)
equation:
4	 3
=0.1705 P r /( E t )
max
where	 A	 = maximum deflection
max
P = pressure
r = radius of lid
t = thickness of lid
and	 E = modulus of elasticity
Since the dimensions of the lids were fixed. their
deflection depended only on the pressure used.
The collapse of the cylindrical section c-f the
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Figure 471 C Alapeed HIP container.
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containers occurred by buckling with several nodes. The
deflection was there f ore difficult to predict, sine- it
depended on the effective restraint imposed by the
dished lids and the material inside the can. The
effective restraint increased significantly as the
length of the can decreased, and as the density of the
granular pressure medium increased.
The length of the can had the moat significant
influence on the effective restraint. When the cylindrical
section was 3 in. long, the collapse occurred with 7
nodes, and was not symmetric about the longitudinal
axis. When the length was decreased to 2 in., the number
of buckling nodes increased to 9, and the colla pse was
much more symmetrical.
Of the three pressure transfer media used - to.3ed
quartz crystal, graphite and alumina - graphite was by
far the most acceptable. The other two materials tended
to clot together during the welding cycle, and thus did
not flow properly. Th-- clotting also hampered removal of
assemblies from the containers, increasing the risk of
damage during handling. The mesh size of the pressure
medium proved to be of some importance also, as it
affected both the collapse of the container and the
ability to form around the assemblies. A very fine
J M
y
CAI
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on
powder tends to be denser than larger granules, and
thus does not require as great a collapse of the
container. Finer particles also tend to c•_nform around
the assemblies better, and provide more eve•i pressure
application. For these reasons, the granular graphite
was crushed into a fine powder for the later runs,
using a mortar and pestle.
Strenkth. The results of the HIP welding tests are
summarized in table 5. Quantitative mechanical testing
was unsuccessful, so relative strengths were determined
from examination of the fracture surfaces of peel tested
9eC-Cu joints. The percent bonded areas given in table 5
were estimates from low magnification SEM photographs,
and represent the areas where bonding was great enough
to tear the silver coating from the substrate. These
a-eas were simply the easiest to detect, and were not
necessarily the only areas of bonding.
	
The SEM macrographs are displayed in figures 49
	 A
through 52. In most cases, the silver coating was torn
from the substrate in a ring near the outer diameter.
This region of sound welding was probably caused by a
slight upset of the copper component. A typical sample
is shown in cross sectiDn in figure 53. 	 In the rand of
sound welding the copper was compressively deformed.
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a) Wslding prssmurw 5000 psi
b) Yslding pressure 2500 pei
Figure 481 Fracture surfaces of ,points welded at 250 C.
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a) Welding pressure 10,000 psi
	
b) Weld1.ig pressure 2500 psi
,c) Welding pressure 1250 psi
Figure 4-71 Fracture surfaces a•
 points welded at 350
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* a) Vol -44 	pressure 2500 psi
b) Welding pressure 1250 psi.
Figure 501 Fracture surfaces of joints welded at 450 C.
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a) Copper side
b) Beryllia side
Figure 511 Fracture surfaces of joint welded at 30C C and
3700 ?si,
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Figure 521 Crosa section of typical HIP welded joint.
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Table 5: Summary of HIP welding results
I Hold I	 Cool I	 Part	 1 R Area I
Run # l	 Temp	 I Pres,	 1 Time I	 Time I	 Condition 	 I Bonded I	 Comments
I	 I
I 350	 1 15	 1
I
30
I
1	 30
I	 I
1	 ----	 I ----
I
(Container
I	 I
I	 I
I
I
I
__^
I	 I
I	 I
Ileaked
I
2
I	 I
1	 350	 1 15	 1
I
30
I
1	 30
I	 I
1	 severely	 I ----
I
I
I	 I
I	 I
I
I
I
I
I	 distorted	 I
I	 I
I
I
3
I	 I
1	 350	 1 10	 1
I
15
I
1	 30
I	 I
1	 severely	 I ----
I
i
I	 I
I	 I
I
I
I
I
I	 distorted	 I
!	 I
I
I
4
I	 I
1	 350	 1 2.j	 1
I
60
I
1	 30
I	 I
1	 1	 assemblyl ----
I
I
I	 I I I I	 only	 I I
I	 I
I	 I
I
I
I
I
I	 undamaged	 I
I	 l
I
I
5
I	 I
1	 350	 1 2.5	 1
I
30
I
1	 60
I	 I
1	 3	 assy.'s	 1 20
I
1
I	 I
I	 I
I
I
I
I
1	 undamaged	 I
I	 I
I
I
6
I	 I
I	 450	 ► 2.5
!
I	 30
I
1	 90
I	 I
1	 all	 assy'sl
----
i
I	 Poor can
I	 I
I	 I
I
l
I
I
I	 damaged	 I
I	 I
I	 design
I
7
t	 I
I	 450	 1 2.5
I
1	 30
I	 I
1	 90
I
1	 all	 assy'sl
I
50 1
I	 I
l	 I
I
I
I
I
I	 damaged	 I
I	 I
I
l
8
I	 I
250	 1 5
I
I	 30
I
1	 90
I	 I
1	 1	 assembly) 5
I
1
I	 I I I I	 only	 I I
I	 I
I	 I
I
1
I
I
I	 undamaged	 I
I	 I
I
I
9
I	 I
1	 250	 1 2.5
I
1	 30
I
'	 45
I	 I
1	 all	 assy'sl 0
I
1
I	 I
I	 l
I
l
I
I
I	 undamaged	 I
I	 I
I
1
10
I	 I
I	 350	 I 1.25
I
1	 30
I
1	 60
I	 I
1	 all	 assy'sl 10
I
1
I	 I I I I	 undamaged	 I I
.1
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I
1	 350
I	 I
1	 2.5	 1 30
I	 I
1	 120	 1
I
all	 assy'sl 20	 I
I I	 I I	 I slightly	 I I
I
I	 _
I	 I
1	 I
I	 I
I	 I
cracked	 I
i
I
I
12
I
1	 450
I	 I
1	 1.25	 1 30
I	 I
1	 150	 1
I
1	 without
	 1
I
10	 1
I I	 I I	 I damage	 I I
I I	 I I	 I others	 I I
I
I
I	 I
I	 I
I	 I
I	 I
cracked	 I
1
I
I
13
I
1	 300
I	 I
1	 3.7	 1 30
I	 I
1	 60	 1
I
all	 a ss y 'sl
I
25	 I
I
I
I	 I
I	 I
I	 I
l	 I
cracked	 I
I
I
I
14	 1
I
250
I	 f
1	 3.7	 1 30
I	 I
1	 60
I
All	 assy'sl
I
0	 I
1 I	 I 1 undamaged	 I I
Note: Temperature in C
Pressure in ksi
Time in minutes
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rExterior to this ban g the copper was lifted away from
the BeO. This condition resulted from the large
difference in plasticity between the two materials, and
the lack of true isostatic stress.
In the samples welded at low temperatures and
pressures, the areas where the coating was separated
from the substrate occurred in a regular pattern across
the surface. The pattern corresponded to visible surface
features on the BeO components, left by the surface
grinding technique. Photographs of each side of a
fractured joint surface are displayed in figure 52. The
surface features correspond to areas of failure either
at the coating - substrate interface, or within the
substrate itself. The fact that the topography on the
copper side was generally elevated, while that on the
BeO side was depressed, indicates that failure occurred
in the BeO component.
The bes t strength occurred in the sample welded at
350 C and 10,000 psi. The failure surface, shown at high
magnification in figure 53, was entirely within the BeO.
This indicates that the coating methods of this study
would have adequate adherence if BeO were used as the
pad material. The next best strength resulted from
welding at 450 C and 2500 psi. The Cu side of the
105
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Figure 531 Fracture surface of joint welded at	 Y ^I
350 c and 10000 psi. 3000X
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fracture surface is shown at higher magnifications in
figure 54. The silver coating was clearly torn away from
the Cu in many areas. The coating itself displayed a
dimpled surface, characteristic of ductile failure.
Failure probably ccnurred within the silver layer at
t`Ese locations.
The fracture surface of the joint welded at 350 C
and 2500 psi is shown at several magnifications in
figures 55 and 56. At 200X, it is clear that the coating was
torn from the BeO at many locations. 	 In between,
however, there are several much smaller areas where the
silver was apparently torn from the Cu and remained
adhered to the BeO. Figure 55b is a 240OX shot of the
edge of one of the "craters" formed when the coating was
torn away. Figure 56a is a photograph of the silver
coating a small distance from the crater. The "spongy"
or dimpled areas are locations where failure occurred
	 I
within the silver layer. In the surrounding areas
bonding was apparently minimal, either because of lack
of contact, or contamination. The surface of the
"crater" is shown at 390OX in figure 56b. This appears
significantly different than the BeO fracture surface
ehown in figure 54. The different surface features in
figure 56b may have resulted from the fact that the
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E?ig=o 54, I?mcture sur±acs of 30int Melded at 450 C, 2500 psi.
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Figure 551 Fracture surface of point welded at 350 C. 2500 psi.
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Figure 561 Fracture surface of joint welded at 350 C, 2500 psi.
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1failure occurred at the interface between the coating
and substrate, rather than within the substrate.
The influence of pressure is Illustrated by the
SEM macrographs in figures 49 through 52. Contrary to(67)
the observations of Dini et.al .	 , changes in pressure
appeared to have greater effect at higher temperatures.
A doubling of the pressure at 250 C resulted in only a
slight improvement in bonding. 	 In comparison, doubling
the pressure at 450 C altered the joint integrity from
bonding in the outer ring only to a strength :ppruaching
the adherence of the silver coatings.
The effect of temperature on Joint quality is also
indicated ty figures 49 through 52. Again, the effect of
changing temperature was greater at higher pressures
than at lower pressures. Adding these observations to
the relationships developed in the first part of this study,
the complete relationships between pressure, temperature
and joint strength might be assumed to be as shown in
figure 57.
Crackinx.	 Perhaps	 the	 greatest
	 difficulty
encountered was the problem of cracking in the GaAs
component. Since the scope of the study allowed only the
temperature, pressure and time to be varied, the problem
was not completely solved. However, the probable causes
111
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of cracking were identified, and related to the welding
parameters.
The applied welding pressure was of cou • s-? one of
the principal causes of cracking. It was demonstrated
that	 damage could be eliminated by a	 sufficient
reduction in pressure. The effect of pressure is
intimately related to the surface condition, however, as
the mechanism is assumed to be similar to fracture of a
`	 bent beam. This is illustrated in figure 58. Little data
{ exists on the mechanical properties of GaAs, since it is
not a structural material. It was therefore not possible
to analytically determine the pressures and surface
conditions which would result in cracking.
	
To	 illustrate	 the	 importance	 of	 surfac=e
preparation, the bending stress was calculated for
several different sur"ace conditions, using a pressure
c68^
of 5000 psi and the .ollowing equation:
2	 2
Q	 = .280 p a / t
max
where	 a	 = maximum stress
max
p = pressure
a = support spacing
	
and	 t - thickress of part
The results are shown in table 6. The spacing between
supports represents the surface condition, with the
112
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Table 6: Stress on components as affected by
surface condition.
Support Spacing	 I	 E-nding Stress From 5000 psi
I
.001"	 I 10
I
.005"	 I 249
I
.025"	 I 6625
I
_05U"	 I
I
24900
1;3
smaller numbers indicating a rough surface and larger
numbers indicationg a wavy surface. From these
calculations, the surface finish (roughness) has little
effect on cracking, but a lack of flatness can be very
significant.
Further evidence of the influence of surface
condition on cracking was provided by the assemblies
containing	 a Kovar pad.	 The surface	 preparation
technique	 was much less stringent for the	 Kovar
components than for the BeO components. In every case,
cracking wwas much more significant in the 	 Kovar
assemblies than in those using BeO as the pad.
The welding temperature also had a considerable
effect on cracking of the GaAs, because of the thermal
expansion differential between the members of the stack.
Cracking was observed to :)e more extensive and occur at
lower pressures at higher welding temperatures.
The obvious re?ponse to the e f fect of temperature
on c., king would be to deccrease the cooling rate to
room 4perature. This would bz! expected to reduce t-he
thermal stresses through creep. Apparently, the creep
rate was not sufficient at the t-emperatures used to
cause stress relief within a reasonable period of time.
The cooling time from 350 C was va-ied from 0.5 hour to
114
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2 hours with ro appreciable charge in the cracking.
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CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the experimental work conducted in
r
the first phase of the study, diffusion welding silver
electroplated steel coupons, the following conclusions
may be drawn:
1. Below 250 C Welding temperature, reliable joint
strength cannot be obtained, up to 25.000 psi welding
pressure.
2. Up	 to about 300 C,	 increasing welding
temperature significantly increases joint strength.
Further increases in temperature result in only minimal
strength improvement, for welding pressures above 10,000 psi.
3. Below 10,000 psi, strength drops markadly with
decreases in pressure. Increasing pressure above 10,000
psi does not significantly affect the joint strength.
The second phase of the el:perimentation, using
mockups of the Cassegrainian concentrator- cell stack
asse_nibly, led to the following results:
1. Welds performed at higher pressures essentially
supported the results from the first phase of the
investigation. At lower pressure (2500 psi) temperature
was significant over a wider range than at higher
pressures. Weld quality improved significantly when the
welding temperature was raised from 359 to 450 C.
116
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2. Cracking in the GaAs layer was related to both
temperature and pressure. The effect of pressure was, in
turn, related to the surface quality. At 350 C welding
temperature, the maximum pressure with no cracking was
1250 psi. Temperature was related to cracking becauoe of
the thermal expansion aifferential in the stack.
Increasing the cooling time to 2 hours from 350 C did
not noticablu effect the cracking problem.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The experimentation conducted in the present study
indicates that diffusion welding holds some promise as a
joining procedure for the Cassegrainian Concentrator
Cell Stack Assembly. However, considerable work remains
to be done in developing the procedure, especially in
eliminatir;g cracking. Surface preparat.on should oe a
primary consideration in future tests, as improvement in
this area K ould both increase well strength and decrease
the tendency toward cracking.
In light of the p roblems encountered with the hot
isostatic	 press,	 future developmental work	 might	 1
consider an alternate device such as the hybrid sketched	 I
in figure 48. The device could use a hydraulically
actuated piston slidinb through a cylindrical die,
i
similar to the uniaxial systems described in the Review
chapter. The cylinder. however, would contain the
assemblies and a granular pressure transfer medium, so
that the stress on the assemblies would resemble that
produced by a HIP. Heating details are not shown, but
one disadvantage of the system might be greater thermal
gradients than those encountered with the HIP. The
advantages cF the h y brid system would be its simplicity,
low cost, and possibly greater consistency.
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Figure 591 Diagram of hybrid pressure system for possible
use in future experimentation.
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A parallel effort in soldering the assemblies
should also be considered, both for comparison with
satisfactory diffusion welded assemblies and as a backup
process should diffusion welding prove to be less than
desirable.
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APPENDIX
Raw Data From Gleeb e Study
LS1v. ( C ) I Load ( lb. ) I Diam. ( in, ) 1 Fail Strength ( lb, )
200 1	 890 1	 .270	 1 0
200 1	 790 1	 .270	 1 0
200 1	 700 I	 .270	 1 0
•200 1	 470 I	 .270	 1 0
200 1	 880 I	 .270	 1 194
200 1	 1120 I	 .270	 I 0
200 1	 1170 I	 .270 0
225
I
1	 q50
I	 I
1	 .272	 ! 278
225 1	 840 1	 .274	 1 0
225 1	 780 1	 .277	 1 0
225 1	 980 1	 .278	 1 310
225 1	 660 1	 .279	 1 112
225 1	 560 1	 .260	 I 0
225 1	 320 i	 .280	 1 0
225 1	 240 I	 .280	 1 0
225 1	 440 I	 .280	 I 0
250
I
1	 960
I	 I
1	 .264	 I 444
250 1	 740 1	 .264	 1 100
250 1	 660 1	 .264	 1 400
250 I	 470 1	 .266	 1 128
250 1	 390 1	 .26a	 1 360
250 1	 290 1	 .269	 1 242
275
1
1	 870
1	 1
1	 -260	 1 342
30C
300
300
300
300
300
300
470
510
440
490
545
545
630
840
600
770
660
570
440
1270
.250
.250
.251
.251
c_
• J 1
.251
.258
H
^o
F	 '
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IF-t .ti1 1
1	 1060 1	 .258	 1 440
I
1	 910
I	 I
I	 .254	 1 630
1	 860 I	 .254	 1 570
1	 770 I	 .255	 1 575
1	 580 I	 .255	 1 485
1	 1040 I	 .256	 1 575
1	 1190 1	 .257	 1 640
1	 800
I	 I
1	 .250	 1 4q5
1	 730 1	 .250	 1 595
1	 1020 1	 .250	 1 580
1	 700 1	 .250	 1 485
1	 980 1	 .250	 1 510
1	 830 1	 .250	 1 510
1	 690 1	 .250	 1 565
I	 600 1	 .250	 1 360
1	 940 I	 .250	 1 580
1	 730 1	 .250	 1 505
1	 860 1	 .250	 1 470
1	 700 1	 .250	 1 595
1	 480 1	 .250	 1 660
1	 600 I	 .250	 1 545
I
1	 1070
I	 I
1	 .Z5a	 1 520
1	 950 1	 .260	 1 575
1	 840 1	 .260	 1 -- -
1	 a60 1	 .261	 1 515
1	 770 I	 .262	 1 490
1	 680 1	 .262	 1 520
1	 610 1	 .264	 1 480
I
1	 940
I	 I
1	 .252	 1 590
1	 870 1	 .252	 1 610
1	 740 1	 .252	 1 510
1	 680 1	 .253	 1 500
1	 490 1	 .253	 ; 510
1	 380 1	 .253	 1 450
1	 270
1
1	 .280	 1
1	 1
350
300
350
350
350
350
350
350
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
1-1
